Music for an Epiphany - #0701 . . . whether because of a guiding star, or a brilliant flash of inspiration, our composers make vivid that special moment of clarity.

Dutch Treats - #0702 . . . the Netherlands, beyond its eye-catching windmills and colorful tulips, is home to an incredible treasure of historic and modern pipe organs. Join us on our tour (May 6-18, 2007; www.pipedreams.org).

A Syracuse Organ Book - #0703 . . . Will Headlee, David Enos and Katharine Pardee play four historic instruments in this New York university town as we explore a collection of cordial contemporary compositions.

Rootin’ for the Youngsters - #0704 . . . from seventh grade to graduate school, aged 12 to 21, talented players in Denver, Interlochen and Michigan point the way towards the pipe organ’s future.

Decade of Delight - #0705 . . . a sampler of six new American-built instruments that were inaugurated during the past ten years.